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Multivoxel Pattern Analysis Reveals Increased Memory
Targeting and Reduced Use of Retrieved Details during
Single-Agenda Source Monitoring
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We used multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) of functional MRI (fMRI) data to gain insight into how subjects’ retrieval agendas influence
source memory judgments (was item X studied using source Y?). In Experiment 1, we used a single-agenda test where subjects judged
whether items were studied with the targeted source or not. In Experiment 2, we used a multiagenda test where subjects judged whether
items were studied using the targeted source, studied using a different source, or nonstudied. To evaluate the differences between single-
and multiagenda source monitoring, we trained a classifier to detect source-specific fMRI activity at study, and then we applied the
classifier to data from the test phase. We focused on trials where the targeted source and the actual source differed, so we could use MVPA
to track neural activity associated with both the targeted source and the actual source. Our results indicate that single-agenda monitoring
was associated with increased focus on the targeted source (as evidenced by increased targeted-source activity, relative to baseline) and
reduced use of information relating to the actual, nontarget source. In the multiagenda experiment, high levels of actual-source activity
were associated with increased correct rejections, suggesting that subjects were using recollection of actual-source information to avoid
source memory errors. In the single-agenda experiment, there were comparable levels of actual-source activity (suggesting that recol-
lection was taking place), but the relationship between actual-source activity and behavior was absent (suggesting that subjects were
failing to make proper use of this information).
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Introduction
Research on source memory, the ability to recall the conditions
under which a memory was acquired, has increasingly come to
focus on how agendas at the time of retrieval can influence which
mnemonic features are retrieved and used to make source judg-
ments (Johnson et al., 1993; Mitchell et al., 2008). One factor that
has been shown to influence source memory judgments is the
number of sources mentioned in the test instructions: Subjects
are more likely to falsely attribute items to a source when that
source is the only one mentioned at test (single-agenda source
monitoring) compared to when multiple sources are mentioned
at test (multiagenda source monitoring) (Lindsay and Johnson,
1989; Zaragoza and Koshmider, 1989; Dodson and Johnson,
1993; Henkel et al., 2000).

The goal of our study is to map out differences in how subjects
make source judgments on single-agenda versus multiagenda
tests. One possible difference relates to how subjects cue memory.

Results from single-agenda tests suggest that, on these tests, sub-
jects attempt to constrain retrieval to the targeted source by acti-
vating source-specific information from the study phase (Herron
and Rugg, 2003a; see also Rugg, 2004; Jacoby et al., 2005a,b);
according to the encoding specificity principle (Tulving and
Thomson, 1973), activating targeted-source information should
boost recall of the targeted source and reduce retrieval of nontar-
get source information. Subjects may be more prone to apply this
kind of constraint on single-agenda versus multiagenda tests. An-
other possible difference relates to decision-making: Johnson and
Raye (2000) make a distinction between activation (retrieval) of
information and how strongly subjects “weight” (use) retrieved
information. If subjects focus on the target source during single-
agenda tests, they may retrieve information pertaining to nontar-
get sources but fail to properly use this information when making
their source judgments.

To evaluate these hypotheses, we ran functional MRI (fMRI)
studies where we manipulated use of single-agenda versus mul-
tiagenda instructions. In these studies, we used multivoxel pat-
tern analysis (MVPA) (Norman et al., 2006) to measure activa-
tion (at test) of source-specific patterns of brain activity from the
study phase. We focused on trials where the targeted source and
the actual source differed (i.e., subjects were asked “Was this
word studied with source X?” when it was actually studied with
source Y). We hypothesized that different approaches to memory
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cuing and decision-making would be associated with distinct pat-
terns of activation. If subjects are more prone to constrain re-
trieval (by activating targeted-source information) in the single-
agenda case, this should show up as an increase in neural
activation of the targeted-source pattern in the single-agenda
condition. Also, we can evaluate how well subjects are using rec-
ollection of the actual (nontarget) source by looking at the rela-
tionship between neural activation of the actual-source pattern
and behavior. If subjects are using actual-source information to
make their source decisions, high levels of actual-source activa-
tion (indicating recollection of the actual, nontarget source)
should be associated with increased correct rejections. We pre-
dicted that actual-source activation would be more closely tied to
behavior in the multiagenda (vs the single-agenda) experiment.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Eleven people participated in Experiment 1 (four female, ages
20 –26). Twelve people participated in Experiment 2 (six female, ages
19 –28). Subjects were drawn from the graduate and undergraduate stu-
dent community at Princeton University and received financial compen-
sation for their participation. The experiments were run sequentially
(first Experiment 1, then Experiment 2).

Materials. Experimental stimuli consisted of
216 noun words drawn from the MRC database
(Coltheart, 1981; Wilson, 1988). The words
that we used in the experiment were all between
4 and 9 letters in length (M � 5.33) and had a
Kucera and Francis frequency rating of between
1 and 50 (M � 17.52). The familiarity rating of
the words was between 500 and 620 (M �
541.84), the concreteness rating was between
550 and 670 (M � 592.22), and the imagery
rating was between 490 and 659 (M � 585.48).

The words were presented to subjects on the
computer via a projection system that reflected
the images onto a mirror above subjects’ eyes in
the bore of the magnet. Subjects studied a total
of 162 words. All 162 of these words were also
presented on the source memory test, mixed in
with 54 new words. The E-Prime software pack-
age (Psychology Software Tools) was used to
present stimuli and collect responses.

Overview of experiments. The behavioral par-
adigm that we used was an exclusion test
(Jacoby, 1991). Subjects were asked to study
nouns; each word was encoded using either the
artist encoding task, the function encoding task,
or the read encoding task (the tasks are de-
scribed below). During the test phase, subjects
viewed all studied items in addition to new, un-
studied items. On each trial, subjects were given
a task cue (“Artist?”, “Function?”, or “Read?”),
followed by a blank screen (lasting 3–7 s), fol-
lowed by the test word. When the test word
appeared, subjects had to indicate whether that
word was studied using the targeted task; Ex-
periment 1 and Experiment 2 used slightly dif-
ferent test instructions (described below). Test
trials in this paradigm be divided up into three
types: congruent trials, where the test word was
studied using the targeted source; incongruent
trials, where the test word was studied using a
nontarget source; and new-item trials, where
the test word did not appear at study.

Experiment 1 used single-agenda instruc-
tions. In this experiment, subjects were in-
structed to press one button to indicate with
high confidence that the test word was studied

using the targeted task, a second button to indicate with low confidence
that the test word was studied using the targeted task, and a third button
to indicate that the test word was not studied using the targeted task
(subjects rarely used the “low-confidence yes” response, so we collapsed
together “high-confidence yes” and low-confidence yes responses into a
single “yes” response category when analyzing the data). Experiment 2
was identical to Experiment 1, except it used multiagenda instructions:
For each test word, subjects were instructed to press one button to indi-
cate that the test word was studied using the targeted task, a second
button to indicate that the test word was studied using a different task,
and a third button to indicate that the test word was new (nonstudied).
Note that, here, subjects had to discriminate between three classes of
items (targeted task, different task, and new), whereas in Experiment 1
subjects only had to discriminate between two classes of items (targeted
and not targeted, where “not targeted” encompassed items studied using
a different task and new items).

Detailed procedure. Both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 consisted of
six runs, where each run consisted of a study phase and then a test phase
that probed subjects’ memory for the immediately preceding study
phase. The sequence of events during a run is illustrated in Figure 1 and
described below (the test instructions shown in the figure are from Ex-
periment 1).

During the study phase, words were presented, one at a time. For each

Study Phase Test Phase

Study Phase!

Get ready to do
  ARTIST task

Do ARTIST task:
              

STAPLER

 1  2  3  4  5
easy      hard

Do ARTIST task:
             *
              

STAPLER

 1  2  3  4  5
easy      hard

Do ARTIST task:
              

HONEY

 1  2  3  4  5
easy      hard

Do ARTIST task:
             *
              

HONEY

 1  2  3  4  5
easy      hard

Do ARTIST task:
              

GOBLIN

 1  2  3  4  5
easy      hard

Do ARTIST task:
              *

GOBLIN

 1  2  3  4  5
easy      hard

READ?
1 = Lots of Read?
2 = Guess Read?
3 = Not Read?

DOLPHIN

READ?
1 = Lots of Read?
2 = Guess Read?
3 = Not Read?

STAPLER

Figure 1. Illustration of the experimental procedure used during a single scanning run, where each run consisted of a study
phase and a test phase (separated by a 1-min serial response task). The left side of the figure illustrates the sequence of events
during the study phase. The study phase consisted of miniblocks (lasting 3 trials) during which subjects performed a particular
encoding task (artist, function, or read). The lower-left part of the figure shows the trial sequence during an artist-task miniblock.
On each study trial, subjects were instructed to perform the specified encoding task for 2 s (without overtly responding); after 2 s,
an asterisk appeared, at which point subjects had 2 s to enter their 1-to-5 response. The right side of the figure illustrates the
sequence of events during the test phase. The test phase consisted of miniblocks (lasting 3 trials) during which subjects were asked
to target a particular encoding task. The lower-right part of the figure shows two example test trials from a read-task miniblock.
Subjects were presented with a mixture of old items from the study phase and new items. On each test trial, subjects were given
a task cue, followed by a test word; upon presentation of the test word, subjects had to indicate whether they had studied that
word with the targeted task. The test screens shown here are from Experiment 1 (the test instructions differed slightly for
Experiment 2).
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word, subjects encoded that word using the artist task, the function task,
or the read task. The artist and function tasks were adapted from Dzulki-
fli and Wilding (2005) (see also Johnson et al., 1997a), and the read task
was adapted from Davachi et al. (2003). For the artist task, subjects were
asked to rate how easy it would be to draw each object, on a scale of 1–5
where 1 is easy and 5 is hard. For the function task, subjects were asked to
think of functions for each object, and then to press a key corresponding
to the number of functions they were able to generate (1–5). For the read
task, subjects silently read words backwards to themselves (the words
were displayed forwards, not backwards) and rated how difficult it was to
do so (where 1 is easy and 5 is hard). For all tasks, subjects entered their
responses on a keypad while lying in the scanner.

Each study phase consisted of 27 trials that were evenly split across the
3 encoding tasks (i.e., subjects studied 9 words using the artist task, 9
words using the function task, and 9 words using the read task). Trials
were arranged in miniblocks of 3 trials, where all trials in the miniblock
used the same encoding task. For each miniblock, subjects were first
given a task cue (lasting 6 s) that notified them which task they would be
performing. The task cue was followed by 3 words presented for 4 s each.
For each word, the 4-s presentation period was broken into “study” and
“response” phases as follows. For the first two seconds, subjects saw only
the word and the rating scale that they would use. During the last two
seconds, a small star appeared above the word, and subjects had to enter
their numerical (1–5) rating using the keypad. After each study phase,
subjects spent 1 min completing a basic serial response task, where num-
bers appeared on the screen and subjects were required to press buttons
corresponding to these numbers. The test phase immediately followed
the end of the serial response task.

During the test phase, subjects were presented with a mixture of all 27
items they had seen at study and 9 new words. For each word, subjects
were first given a task cue that specified one of the three encoding tasks
(e.g., Artist?). We will refer to this task as the targeted task. The task cue
was presented for 1 s, and then a blank screen was presented for variable-
length delay period, lasting 3, 5, or 7 s (for each test phase, 24 test trials
had a 3-s delay, 9 trials had a 5-s delay, and 3 trials had a 7-s delay). After
the delay, the test word was presented.

As mentioned above, the instructions for responding to the test word
were different for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. In Experiment 1,
subjects were required to indicate whether the item was studied with the
targeted task or not. In Experiment 2, subjects were required to indicate
whether the item was studied using the targeted task, a different task, or
was new. In both experiments, subjects had two seconds to enter their
response; if they did not respond in time, the trial timed out (and “no
response” was recorded in the data file). After each test trial, there was a
variable-length delay (24 test trials had a 2-s delay, 9 trials had a 4-s delay,
and 3 trials had a 6-s delay). During the test period, subjects switched
retrieval orientations every 3 trials. That is, they received 3 trials in a row
where they were asked to target one encoding task; then, for the next 3
trials, they were asked to target a different encoding task, and so on.
Exactly half of the test trials were incongruent, 25% were congruent
trials, and 25% were new trials. Each of the three encoding tasks served
equally often as the targeted task.

fMRI data acquisition. The fMRI data were acquired on a Siemens
Allegra 3 Tesla scanner at the Center for the Study of Brain, Mind, and
Behavior at Princeton University. Anatomical brain images were ac-
quired with an MP-RAGE sequence consisting of the following pa-
rameters: 176 sagittally oriented slices, repetition time (TR) � 2500
ms; echo time (TE) � 4.38 ms; voxel size � 1.0 � 1.0 � 1.0 mm; flip
angle � 78°; field of view (FOV) � 256 mm. Functional images were
acquired with an EPI sequence where 34 sagittal slices covering the
whole brain were collected every 2 s (TR length). TE � 30 ms; voxel
size � 3.0 � 3.0 � 3.9 mm; flip angle � 75°; FOV � 192 mm.
Anatomical images were acquired at the start of the session. The main
part of the experiment consisted of six functional runs. As described
earlier, each run encompassed a single study phase and test phase; 292
images were collected per run.

fMRI data analysis: Preprocessing of fMRI data.We used the Analysis of
Funtional NeuroImages (AFNI) fMRI data analysis software package
(Cox, 1996) to preprocess the data. First, all functional images were

coregistered with the first functional scan, and signal spikes were re-
moved. A motion correction algorithm was applied to the data to remove
any artifacts associated with head motion. Within each run, linear and
quadratic trends were removed to remove the effects of scanner drift. No
spatial smoothing was applied to the dataset.

Multivoxel pattern analysis: Overview. We used MVPA to measure ac-
tivation (at test) of source-specific patterns of fMRI activity from the
study phase. The MVPA approach to analyzing fMRI data involves train-
ing a pattern classifier to detect multivoxel patterns of fMRI data corre-
sponding to particular cognitive states (for reviews, see Haynes and Rees,
2006; Norman et al., 2006). By aggregating the information that is
present in multiple voxels’ responses, MVPA achieves a higher level of
sensitivity to the subject’s cognitive state than standard mass-univariate
approaches. In our study, the increased sensitivity of MVPA makes it
possible to track fluctuations in activation of the targeted source and also
fluctuations in source-specific recollection across single brain scans
(where each scan was acquired over a 2 s period). These fluctuations, in
turn, can be related to subjects’ behavior.

Our MVPA analysis procedure closely resembled the procedure that
we used previously by Polyn et al. (2005). The procedure was composed
of three steps: First, we selected voxels to use in the classification analysis.
Second, we trained a classifier to discriminate between study-phase brain
patterns corresponding to subjects performing the artist, function, and
read encoding tasks. Third, to measure activation of study-phase pat-
terns, we applied the trained classifier to single (2-s) brain scans from the
test phase. The output of the classifier gives us a graded index of how well
the test pattern matches the artist, function, and read brain patterns from
the study phase. As is typical for MVPA analyses, the analysis procedure
was performed within individual subjects (i.e., voxel selection, classifier
training, and classifier testing were all performed on data from the same
subject).

Multivoxel pattern analysis: Details. To select voxels for the classifica-
tion analysis, we ran a mass-univariate General Linear Model analysis in
AFNI, and we found the 1000 voxels (across the whole brain) that were
most strongly affected by the encoding task manipulation (artist vs func-
tion vs read) at study. After completing voxel selection, the functional
data from these 1000 voxels were loaded into MATLAB (Mathworks)
using the Princeton MVPA Toolkit (http://www.csbmb.princeton.edu/
mvpa). All of the subsequent classification steps used the MVPA Toolkit.
First, we z-scored the functional data separately for each voxel and each
run, to ensure that we had a normalized activation value across runs.
Next, we trained a simple neural network classifier (looking just at the
selected voxels) to discriminate between single brain scans acquired
while subjects were performing the artist, function, and read encoding
tasks at study. The neural network consisted of two layers: an input layer
with 1000 units (corresponding to each of the 1000 selected voxels), and
an output layer with 3 units (one per encoding task). Each input unit was
connected in a feedforward manner to all 3 output units; these connec-
tion weights define a function that maps between voxel activity values
and encoding task. Neural network training was implemented using the
backpropagation algorithm, which iteratively adjusts connection weights
to minimize prediction error when mapping between inputs and outputs
(Rumelhart et al., 1996). After this training process, we used the classifier
to evaluate a series of test patterns (single brain scans) that had not been
presented during classifier training. For most of the analyses reported
here, we selected voxels and trained the classifier using all 6 runs of
study-phase data, and then we applied the classifier to all 6 runs of test-
phase data. We also present the results of analyses where we selected
voxels and trained the classifier using data from 5 of 6 study-phase runs,
and then we applied the classifier to data from the sixth (“left out”)
study-phase run. Additional details regarding our MVPA analysis meth-
ods are provided in the supplemental materials, available at www.
jneurosci.org, including classifier “importance maps” that graphically
depict which voxels the classifier used to distinguish between the study
phase task conditions.

Logic of MVPA analyses. We focused our MVPA analyses on new-item
and incongruent test trials. For these analyses, we binned the task-
specific classifier outputs for each trial according to the role each task
played on that trial. For new-item trials, the classifier outputs were
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binned according to whether a particular task was the targeted task (TT)
on that trial or one of the other tasks (OT) on that trial. For incongruent-
item trials, the classifier outputs were binned according to whether a
particular task was the TT on that trial, the actual task (AT) that was
performed on that item at study, or the other task (OT). For example, if
subjects were asked Artist? but the item was originally studied using the
Function task, then TT � artist, AT � function, and OT � read. As
described below, the OT can be used as a baseline when measuring activ-
ity related to the targeted task and the actual task. Note that the mapping
of tasks (artist, function, read) onto conditions (TT, AT, and OT) varies
from trial to trial.

Our analysis procedure is founded on two key claims. The first claim is
that we can measure memory targeting by looking at the difference be-
tween TT and OT activity. We hypothesized that subjects would attempt
to constrain retrieval to the targeted task by performing the targeted task
on the test word (Jacoby et al., 2005a, 2005b), and that subjects would be
more prone to do this in the single-agenda (vs multiagenda) condition. If
this is the case, we should see a selective increase in TT activity relative to
OT activity, and this increase should be larger in Experiment 1 than in
Experiment 2.

The second claim is that, on incongruent trials, recollection of the
actual task should lead to an increase in AT activity relative to OT activity.
Prior research has established that recollection of memories from a par-
ticular source is associated with activation of source-specific patterns of
activity from the study phase (Nyberg et al., 2000; Wheeler et al., 2000;
Vaidya et al., 2002; Wheeler and Buckner, 2003; Kahn et al., 2004; Smith
et al., 2004; Johnson and Rugg, 2004, 2007; Woodruff et al., 2005). Thus,
in our exclusion paradigm, we would expect strong recollection of the
actual source on incongruent trials to be associated with strong AT ac-
tivity (relative to OT activity). Likewise, weak recollection of the actual
source should be associated with weak AT activity (relative to OT activ-
ity). Note that our MVPA approach to dissociating targeted-task versus
actual-task activity only works for incongruent trials. On congruent tri-
als, the targeted task and the actual task are the same, so there is no way to
tease apart activity relating to targeting versus recollection of the actual
source; as such, we did not include congruent trials in our analysis. Also,
we acknowledge that, in principle, other factors besides actual-task rec-
ollection could affect AT activity. For example, subjects might enact a
strategy of performing all three tasks at test, to see which one fits best with
the test word. A key point in this regard is that nonselectively performing
all three tasks will affect TT, AT, and OT activity equally, so this strategy
cannot be used to explain differences between TT and AT activity (on the
one hand) and OT activity (on the other).

Importantly, the idea that actual-task activity indexes recollection
makes it possible to assess the relationship between targeted-task activity
and recollection of the actual task. If targeting of one task reduces recol-
lection of other tasks, then – across incongruent trials – high levels of TT
activity (indicating strong constraint) should be associated with low lev-
els of AT activity (indicating low recollection of the actual task), resulting
in a negative correlation between TT and AT activity. We expected that
this negative correlation would be easier to observe in Experiment 1 than
in Experiment 2, insofar as we expected TT activity to be lower overall in
Experiment 2; this (anticipated) restriction in the range of TT should
reduce the size of the correlation.

The link between actual-task activity and recollection also makes it
possible to determine whether recollection of the actual (nontarget) task
is differentially used in single- and multiagenda source monitoring. The
key idea here is that AT recollection is not, on its own, sufficient to trigger
a correct rejection. AT recollection needs to happen early in the trial
(otherwise, subjects will not be able to respond before the 2-s deadline)

and, more importantly, subjects need to attend to this early trial recol-
lection to benefit from it (Johnson and Raye, 2000). We can measure how
strongly subjects are attending to AT recollection by measuring the rela-
tionship between early trial AT activity and behavioral accuracy. If sub-
jects are attending to AT recollection, high levels of AT activity early in
the trial (indicating that AT recollection occurred, and that it occurred
early enough to influence responding) should be associated with in-
creased correct rejections. If subjects are not attending to AT recollec-
tion, this relationship between early trial AT activity and correct rejec-
tions should be absent. We expected that subjects would devote more
scrutiny to AT recollection in the multiagenda test than in the single-
agenda test; as such, we predicted that the relationship between early trial
AT activity and behavior would be stronger in Experiment 2 than in
Experiment 1. Table 1 presents a summary of the predictions described
above.

Results
Classification of task-related activity during the study phase
All of our MVPA analyses depend on the idea that we can train a
classifier to successfully detect patterns of brain activity associ-
ated with performing the artist, function, and read encoding
tasks. To assess our ability to discriminate between task-specific
encoding states, we trained the classifier on study-phase data
from 5 of 6 scanner runs, and measured the classifier’s ability to
correctly predict (for each individual scan) which encoding task
the subject was performing on the remaining study run. The
correspondence between the classifier’s predictions and the ac-
tual encoding task (as indexed by correlation) was significantly
above chance for each individual subject. The average percentage
correct classification of individual brain volumes (chance �
33.3%) was 79.1% for Experiment 1 (SEM � 3.7%) and 73.9%
for Experiment 2 (SEM � 3.0%); classification accuracy was not
significantly different across experiments, t(21) � 1.10, p � 0.05.
For further details on study-phase classification, see the supple-
mental materials, available at www.jneurosci.org.

Classification of task-related activity at test
For all subsequent analyses, the classifier was trained on study-
phase data from all 6 scanner runs, and was applied to test-phase
data from all 6 scanner runs. For each new-item and incongruent
test trial, we measured the activity of each classifier output unit
(artist, function, and read) for 7 successive scans (lasting 2 s
each), starting with the scan when the test word was presented. As
discussed earlier, classifier outputs from new-item and
incongruent-item trials were binned according to whether that
task was the targeted task, the actual task performed on the item
at study, or the other task.

For all of the results presented below, dependent measures
(e.g., classifier output for a particular condition) were computed
separately for each individual subject. Figures and tables show the
mean and SEM (across subjects) of these per-subject measures.
We used two-tailed t tests (applied to these per-subject measures)
to assess whether effects were reliable across subjects.

Analysis of targeted-task activity
To evaluate our prediction that the amount of targeted task ac-
tivity would be higher in Experiment 1 versus Experiment 2, we

Table 1. Summary of predictions for single- and multiagenda source monitoring

Test type
Targeted-task
activation (TT– OT) Constraint (correlation between TT and AT) Relationship between AT and behavior

Single-agenda (Experiment 1) High Yes, negative correlation between TT and AT None
Multiagenda (Experiment 2) Low Negative correlation between TT and AT may be

curtailed by restriction in the range of TT
Positive (high levels of AT predict correct rejections)
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computed the average amount of TT activ-
ity in both studies. Figure 2A shows the
event-related classifier output averages for
both experiments. The left side of the fig-
ure plots average classifier output for TT
and OT on new-item trials, and the right
side of the figure plots average classifier
output for TT, AT, and OT on incongruent
trials. Figure 2B plots baseline-corrected
targeted-task activity (TT–OT) for new-item
trials and incongruent trials, as a function of
Experiment (1 vs 2). For all of the subplots in
Figure 2, classifier output is shown for 7 suc-
cessive scans, starting with the scan when the
test word was presented.

In Experiment 1, for both new-item
and incongruent trials, TT activity was sig-
nificantly higher than OT activity at mul-
tiple time points. This provides strong ev-
idence that subjects were activating the TT
representation at test. The supplemental
materials, available at www.jneurosci.org,
contain further analyses exploring the tim-
ing of TT activity. These additional analy-
ses, which control for “spill-over” of TT
activity from the preceding trial, demon-
strate that TT activity was triggered by the
test word, as opposed to the task cue that
preceded the test word; these timing re-
sults fit with the idea, mentioned earlier,
that TT activity reflects subjects perform-
ing the targeted task on the test word. In
Experiment 2, the TT–OT difference was
also significant for some time points, but
numerically the TT–OT difference scores
were smaller in Experiment 2 than in Ex-
periment 1. When we directly compared
TT–OT difference scores across experi-
ments, we found that the difference was
significant for incongruent trials at time
points 3 and 5, and the difference was sig-
nificant for new-item trials at time point 4;
when we combined new-item and incon-
gruent trials, the cross-experiment differ-
ence in TT–OT was significant at time
points 3, 4, and 5.

Analysis of the relationship between
targeted-task and actual-task activity
According to the encoding specificity
principle, TT activity should lead to re-
duced recollection of AT information on
incongruent trials. As a first-pass measure, we compared the
overall level of baseline-corrected AT activity (i.e., AT–OT) in the
two experiments; as discussed above, this difference score pro-
vides an index of the degree of AT recollection that is taking place
on incongruent trials. If TT activity suppresses AT recollection,
then AT activity should be lower in Experiment 1 (where TT
activity was relatively high) than in Experiment 2 (where TT
activity was relatively low). Contrary to this prediction, we found
that AT activity rose significantly above baseline in both experi-
ments, and that the level of baseline-corrected AT activity was
virtually identical across experiments (Fig. 2B, bottom).

To further investigate the relationship between TT and AT activ-
ity, we ran a more sensitive within-subjects analysis where we corre-
lated (across incongruent trials) the level of TT activity with the level
of AT activity. If TT activity suppresses AT recollection, then we
would expect to see a negative correlation within individual subjects
(assuming that there is adequate across-trial variability in TT activ-
ity). The TT–AT correlation was computed separately for each time
point (scan) in the trial, starting with the scan when the test word was
presented (e.g., we correlated TT activity at time point 1 with AT
activity at time point 1; we correlated TT activity at time point 2 with
AT activity at time point 2; and so on).
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Figure 2. Event-related averages of classifier output in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Classifier output is shown for 7
successive scans, starting with the scan when the test word was presented. The left side of the figure shows classifier output for
new-item trials, and the right side of the figure shows classifier output for incongruent-item trials. The graphs in A show raw
classifier outputs, and the graphs in B show difference scores (TT–OT and AT–OT). Error bars in B indicate the SEM (across subjects)
of the difference score. Individual bars marked with asterisks are significantly different from zero; pairs of bars marked with
asterisks are significantly different from each other. *p � 0.05; **p � 0.01.
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One complicating factor in this analysis is that classifiers can
register a negative correlation between cognitive states even if (at
a “process” level) the cognitive states are not related to each other.
Intuitively, the more that one pattern is present in the brain, the
less any other pattern will be present. With the neural network
classifiers that we are using, the process is not completely zero-
sum (i.e., it is possible to increase one classifier output without
reducing other outputs), but we commonly observe some degree
of negative correlation. To deal with this issue, we also computed
the correlation between the TT and OT classifier outputs; then we
subtracted out the TT–OT correlation from the TT–AT correla-
tion. This measure factors out the “baseline” level of negative
correlation (which should apply equally to TT–OT and TT–AT)
and makes it possible to test whether TT activity is more nega-
tively correlated with AT activity than with activity of the third
(irrelevant) task.

Figure 3 shows the average “corrected correlation value”
(across subjects) for each time point, for both Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2. After correcting for the TT–OT correlation, there
was a significant negative correlation between TT and AT activity
at multiple time points (4, 5, and 6) in Experiment 1. In contrast,
the correlation between TT and AT activity was not significant for
any time point in Experiment 2. These results fit with our predic-
tion that, when subjects attempt to constrain recall by activating
the targeted task, TT activity will reduce recall of memories from
other sources. The lack of a significant correlation for Experiment
2 can be explained in terms of the lower overall level of (baseline-
corrected) TT activity in that experiment, which effectively re-
stricts the range of TT and squelches the correlation. Impor-
tantly, the correlational nature of these results prevents us from
making strong causal inferences. The observed negative correla-
tion in Experiment 1 could be caused either by TT activity block-
ing AT recollection, or by AT recollection displacing TT activity
(intuitively, strong recollection of the actual task will make it
difficult to focus on the targeted task). The two possibilities are
not mutually exclusive, and it seems likely that both of these
situations occur to some extent.

Analysis of the relationship between actual-task activity
and behavior
The finding that AT activity was above-baseline in both exper-
iments allows us to look at how AT recollection affected be-
havior in Experiment 1 versus Experiment 2; as discussed ear-
lier, we can use the relationship between AT activity and
behavior on incongruent trials to assess the weight that sub-
jects are giving to AT recollection when making source mem-
ory decisions. Behavioral results for Experiments 1 and 2 are
presented in Tables 2 and 3, respectively (see the supplemental
materials, available at www.jneurosci.org, for additional be-
havioral analyses). As in previous comparisons of single-
agenda versus multiagenda tests (Lindsay and Johnson, 1989),
false alarms were higher in the single-agenda experiment; this
trend was significant for new items, t(21) � 2.28, p � 0.03, but
not for incongruent items, t(21) � 0.56, p � 0.05. To get an
overall sense of the relationship between AT activity and be-
havior, we plotted event-related averages of baseline-
corrected AT scores (i.e., AT–OT) for correct rejections and
errors, in both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 (note that both
incorrect responses and failures to respond in time were
counted as errors). The results of these analyses are shown in
Figure 4 A.

We also used an area-under-the-receiver-operating-
characteristic-curve (AUC) measure (Fawcett, 2006) to sensi-
tively index how well AT activity discriminates between cor-
rect rejection and error trials. Specifically, the AUC measure
indexes the overlap between the observed distributions of AT
activity scores associated with correct rejections versus errors;
AUC provides extra information (beyond looking at means
and SDs) because it factors in the entire shape of the distribu-
tion. The AUC analysis was run separately for each time point
(scan) in the trial, starting with the scan when the test word
was presented. AUC scores range from 0 to 1, where 0.5 indi-
cates chance discrimination. AUC scores �0.5 indicate that
AT activity was associated with increased correct rejections,
and AUC scores �0.5 indicate that AT activity was associated
with increased errors. If subjects are using AT recollection
when making their source memory judgments, AUC scores
should be �0.5. Note that we used AT (alone) instead of
AT–OT as our trial-by-trial measure of recollection when
computing AUC. Subtracting out OT is valuable for demon-
strating that (on average) the actual task is activated more
strongly than the other task. However, when measuring recol-
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Figure 3. Correlation between TT and AT classifier activity (across incongruent trials) in
Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Correlation values were computed separately for each time
point (scan) in the trial, starting with the scan when the test word was presented. TT–AT
correlation values were corrected by subtracting out the corresponding TT–OT correlation val-
ue; this corrected score indicates whether TT activity was more strongly correlated with AT
activity than OT activity. Error bars indicate the SEM (across subjects) of the corrected correlation
measure. Individual bars marked with asterisks are significantly different from zero. *p � 0.05;
**p � 0.01.

Table 2. Experiment 1: Mean proportions of trials where subjects responded �yes,�
responded �no,� or failed to respond in time as a function of trial type (congruent,
incongruent, and new)

Yes No Failed to respond

Congruent 0.69 (0.06) 0.15 (0.03) 0.16 (0.06)
Incongruent 0.09 (0.03) 0.77 (0.05) 0.14 (0.05)
New 0.06 (0.02) 0.83 (0.04) 0.12 (0.04)

Numbers in parentheses indicate SEM.

Table 3. Experiment 2: Mean proportion of trials where subjects responded �same
task,� responded �different task,� responded �new,� or failed to respond in time as
a function of trial type (congruent, incongruent, and new)

Same task Different task New Failed to respond

Congruent 0.50 (0.05) 0.11 (0.04) 0.05 (0.02) 0.35 (0.07)
Incongruent 0.07 (0.02) 0.48 (0.05) 0.08 (0.02) 0.37 (0.08)
New 0.01 (0.01) 0.07 (0.04) 0.57 (0.07) 0.35 (0.07)

Numbers in parentheses indicate SEM.
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lection on a trial-by-trial basis, subtract-
ing out OT adds noise relative to using
AT alone (since the proportion of OT
variance that is not shared with AT is
large, relative to the proportion of vari-
ance that is shared with AT). The AUC
scores for Experiments 1 and 2 are
shown in Figure 4 B.

The results of these analyses show
clear differences between Experiment 1
and Experiment 2. In Experiment 1,
there was an overall trend for AT activity
to be negatively associated with behav-
ioral accuracy: For all but one time
point, AT–OT was numerically higher
for errors than for correct rejections; this
trend was significant at the end of the
trial, at time point 6. In contrast, in Ex-
periment 2, early trial AT activity was
positively associated with behavioral ac-
curacy: AT–OT was significantly higher
for correct rejections than errors at time
point 2, and the AUC measure was sig-
nificantly �0.5 at this time point. When
we directly compared the AUC scores
from the two experiments, we found that
AUC scores were significantly higher for
Experiment 2 versus 1 (indicating a
more positive relationship between AT
activity and correct rejections) at time
points 2, 6, and 7.

To summarize, our key prediction re-
garding the relationship between AT activ-
ity and behavior was confirmed: Early trial
AT activity was associated with correct re-
jections in Experiment 2 but not Experi-
ment 1. The other main finding from this
analysis, the relationship between late-trial
AT and errors in Experiment 1, was unex-
pected, and merits further discussion. One
possible interpretation of this result is that subjects in Experiment
1 were treating recollection of any information (even AT infor-
mation) as evidence for the targeted task; for an example of how
subjects can misattribute retrieved information from one source
as evidence for another source, see Henkel et al. (2000). However,
the timing of the effect in Experiment 1 argues against this inter-
pretation: If AT recollection were actually causing errors, then we
would expect to see this effect early in the trial, but the association
between AT activity and errors was only present late in the trial
(�10 –12 s after stimulus onset). The timing of this effect suggests
that increased AT activity on error trials in Experiment 1 may
reflect postdecisional processing (i.e., subjects recalling and
thinking about the actual task after they made an error) as op-
posed to predecisional processing; informally, subjects often re-
ported that they would respond yes to an item on an incongruent
trial and then, immediately afterward, they would realize that the
item was from the wrong source (Van Zandt and Maldonado-
Molina, 2004). Errors in both experiments may be attributable to
factors that are “invisible” to the classifier (e.g., item familiarity)
as opposed to task-specific activity (for additional discussion of
this point, see the Limitations of our analysis procedure section
below).

Discussion
The goal of this study was to use neural data to gain psychological
insight into how subjects make source memory judgments when
they are asked to consider one source (single-agenda) versus
when they are asked to consider multiple sources (multiagenda).
Our first prediction was that subjects would be more likely to
perform the targeted encoding task at test given single-agenda
versus multiagenda instructions. Our MVPA results support this
prediction: Targeted-task activation was significantly higher (rel-
ative to baseline) in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 2. We also
hypothesized that activation of the targeted task would be asso-
ciated with reduced recollection of the actual task on incongruent
trials. Support for this claim was mixed: The level of actual-task
activation (relative to baseline) was similar across experiments
despite the difference in targeted-task activation. However, a
more sensitive within-subjects analysis revealed that TT and AT
activity were negatively correlated within individual subjects
(Fig. 3). Our final prediction was that subjects would make better
use of AT recollection on a multiagenda task, compared with a
single-agenda task. Our results support this prediction: In Exper-
iment 2, high levels of AT activation were associated with in-
creased correct rejections on incongruent trials, but this relation-
ship was not present in Experiment 1 (despite similar overall
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levels of AT activation). To our knowledge, this is the first dem-
onstration that subjects can retrieve diagnostic source informa-
tion but nonetheless fail to use this information when making
their source judgments.

The key methodological innovation underlying these findings
was our use of pattern classifiers to track the appearance of task-
specific activity during retrieval. As discussed earlier, MVPA in-
creases sensitivity to the comings and goings of cognitive states by
aggregating the information that is present in multiple voxels. This
increase in sensitivity allowed us to derive meaningful measures of
TT, AT and OT activity for each incongruent trial. Importantly,
these MVPA analyses should be viewed as complementing (not re-
placing) standard voxel-based General Linear Model analyses. While
MVPA is useful for addressing questions about what information is
present in the subject’s head at a particular point in time, whole-
brain MVPA analyses are less useful for mapping out which brain
regions are involved in particular cognitive processes (for a discus-
sion of pitfalls associated with using whole-brain MVPA for brain
mapping, see Norman et al., 2006). In the supplemental materials,
available at www.jneurosci.org, we present voxel-based analyses ex-
ploring which brain regions discriminate between different tasks at
study and which brain regions discriminate between correct versus
incorrect responses to incongruent items at test.

Relationship to previous neural studies of
agenda-dependent memory
Our results add to the growing body of neural evidence supporting
agenda-dependent memory, the idea that subjects’ goals at the time
of retrieval can impact what information comes to mind and how
subjects use this information (Mitchell et al., 2008; for examples of
relevant neuroimaging studies, see Johnson et al., 1997b; Ranganath
et al., 2000; Rugg and Wilding, 2000; Dobbins and Wagner, 2005;
Dobbins and Han, 2006; for reviews of relevant studies, see Rugg,
2004; Simons, 2009). To our knowledge, there has only been one
previous neuroimaging study that directly compared single-agenda
to multiagenda source monitoring: Raye et al. (2000) (Experiment
1C) compared a single-agenda test (“Was the item studied as a pic-
ture?”) to a multiagenda test (“Was the item studied as a picture or
studied auditorily?”) and found differences in frontal activity on the
two types of tests. This finding indicates that processing is different in
the two conditions but it does not indicate whether the difference
relates to memory cuing or to the evaluation of retrieved informa-
tion (or both).

While direct comparisons of single-agenda and multiagenda tests
are scarce, there have been numerous imaging studies that speak to
our hypotheses (set forth in the Introduction) about how subjects
approach single-agenda tests. For example, a recent study by Woo-
druff et al. (2006) used a single-agenda source memory test and, like
our study, found that subjects activate information relating to the
targeted source. In Woodruff et al. (2006), subjects studied picture
and word stimuli mixed together. At test, subjects were asked to
target items from a particular source (e.g., pictures). For each test
item, subjects were asked to say “yes” to items that were studied
using the targeted source, and to say “no” otherwise. Woodruff et al.
(2006) focused their fMRI analysis on new-item trials. They found
that brain activity on new-item trials differed as a function of
whether subjects were targeting picture versus word memories. Fur-
thermore, brain activity patterns associated with targeting picture
versus word memories were similar to brain activity patterns associ-
ated with studying pictures versus words, respectively (for a similar
result, see Hornberger et al., 2006).

Additional relevant evidence comes from single-agenda studies
that have compared ERPs on congruent and incongruent trials. Spe-

cifically, these studies have looked at the effect of retrieval orientation
on the parietal old/new ERP effect, an ERP correlate of recollection
(for discussion of this ERP effect, see Rugg et al., 2000; Rugg and
Curran, 2007). Many of these studies have found that the parietal
old/new effect is larger for congruent than for incongruent trials,
suggesting that subjects have some ability to prevent recollection of
information that mismatches the targeted source (Herron and Rugg,
2003a,b; Dzulkifli and Wilding, 2005; Herron and Wilding, 2005;
Dzulkifli et al., 2006; for similar results from a slightly different par-
adigm, see Dywan et al., 1998, 2001, 2002).

The fMRI and ERP studies reviewed in this section provide some
support for the idea that (on single-agenda tests) subjects attempt to
constrain retrieval to the targeted source: The fMRI studies found
activation of the targeted source, and the ERP studies found reduced
recollection of nontarget memories. However, these studies did not
address the relationship between activation of the targeted source
and recollection of nontarget memories. In our study, we were able
to address this relationship by simultaneously measuring targeted-
task activation and actual-task activation, and then correlating these
measures across trials. Also, the fMRI and ERP studies reviewed
above did not measure the relationship between recollection of non-
target memories and behavior. In our study, we demonstrated a
significant link between actual-task activity and behavioral accuracy
in Experiment 2 (but not in Experiment 1), and we used this link to
argue that subjects make better use of nontarget recollection in Ex-
periment 2 versus Experiment 1.

Limitations of our analysis procedure
Importantly, the classifier was trained to detect patterns of activity
that discriminate between the three tasks. This training procedure
gives the classifier the ability to detect recollection of task-specific
details, but it does not give the classifier the ability to detect recollec-
tion of nondiagnostic details (i.e., details shared by all three tasks) or
feelings of familiarity. For evidence that subjects are influenced by
nondiagnostic forms of memory on exclusion tests, see Dobbins and
McCarthy (2008). Another limitation of our analysis procedure is
that it focuses on activation (at test) of patterns from the study phase.
As such, the analysis procedure will not detect processes that are
engaged only at test (not at study).

Future directions
Our long-term goal is to exploit the sensitivity of MVPA to ex-
amine how memory cuing and decision-making processes vary
(across subject populations, and as a function of situational fac-
tors). For example, recent results from Jacoby et al. (2005b) and
Velanova et al. (2007) suggest that (on single-agenda tests with
tasks as sources) elderly adults are less likely than young adults to
perform the targeted task at test. Also, ERP studies have identified
several manipulations that affect how strongly subjects orient to
the targeted task, e.g., reducing the memorability of the targeted
source (Herron and Rugg, 2003a; Dzulkifli et al., 2006; but see
Herron and Wilding, 2005) and varying the targeted source un-
predictably from trial to trial at test (vs using a blocked design)
(Johnson and Rugg, 2006). We plan to explore these (and other)
factors using variants of the design used here.

Conclusions
Our MVPA approach provides a new kind of evidence regarding
how information is processed during memory retrieval. Using this
technique, we compared retrieval processing during single-agenda
(in Experiment 1) and multiagenda source monitoring (in Experi-
ment 2). We observed that single-agenda source monitoring is asso-
ciated with increased memory targeting and reduced use of retrieved
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diagnostic details. Going forward, the ability to separately track
targeted-task and actual-task activity should help us to develop more
nuanced theories of how subjects cue memory, how cues interact
with stored memory traces, how subjects make memory decisions,
and how these processes go awry in subjects with memory disorders.
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